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We consider independent pairs (X1 , 71), (X2 , 72), ..., (Xn , 7n), where each 7i is
distributed according to some unknown density function g(7) and, given 7i=7, Xi
has conditional density function q(x | 7) of the Wishart type. In each pair the first
component is observable but the second is not. After the (n+1)th observation
Xn+1 is obtained, the objective is to estimate 7n+1 corresponding to Xn+1 . This
estimator is called the empirical Bayes (EB) estimator of 7. An EB estimator of 7
is constructed without any parametric assumptions on g(7). Its posterior mean
square risk is examined, and the estimator is demonstrated to be pointwise
asymptotically optimal.  1999 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62H12, 62C12.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A symmetric positive definite k_k matrix X is said to have a Wishart
distribution with parameters r and 7 if its density function has the form
q(x | 7)=Ck, r[det(7)]&r2 [det(x)] (r&k&1)2
_exp [&0.5 tr(x7&1)], r>k, (1.1)
where Ck, r=[2(rk)2?(k(k&1))4 >kj=1 1((r+ j&1)2)]
&1, r>k, and 7 is
symmetric positive definite k_k matrix. Note that here and in what follows
matrices are denoted by bold characters, (z) ij or zij is the (i, j) th element
of a matrix z, tr(z)=kj=1 (z) jj , z~ is the transpose of z.
The Wishart distribution is fundamental to the multivariate statistical
analysis and it was studied by many authors. One of the basic problems,
the problem of estimation of 7 given observations X1 , X2 , ..., Xn on
Xtq(x | 7), was solved long time ago: the best unbiased estimator of 7
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has the form 7 n=(nr)&1 nj=1 Xj (see Anderson (1984)). However, some-
times not only X, but also 7 is random, and we need to make a decision
about the value of the random parameter. Namely, the following problem
arises.
Consider independent pairs (X1 , 71), (X2 , 72), ..., (Xn , 7n), where each
7i is distributed according to some unknown density function g(7). Given
7i=7, Xi has the conditional density function q(x | 7), i=1, ..., n. In each
pair the first component is observable but the second is not. After the
(n+1)th observation Xn+1 #Y is obtained, the objective is to estimate
7n+1 #S corresponding to Y. The problem of estimation of S is called the
empirical Bayes (EB) estimation problem.
EB model was extensively studied recently and EB estimators were con-
structed for a number of families of conditional distributions. However, the
vast majority of papers dealt with the situation when observations are
univariate. EB estimation in the multivariate case was conducted by Dey
and Srinivasan (1985), Ghosh (1992), Ghosh and Shieh (1991), (1992),
Haff (1977), (1979), (1980), Judge, Hill, and Bock (1990), Kubokawa,
Robert, and Saleh (1992), Lin and Perlman (1985), Perron (1992), Sharma
and Krishnamoorthy (1983), and Shieh (1993). These papers consider the
situation when n normally distributed observations are available for EB or
minimax estimation of the mean or the covariance matrix under quadratic
or entropy loss. In the case when the covariance matrix 7 is estimated, the
statistic S having a Wishart distribution is obtained and is used as the basis
for estimating 7.
The model investigated in the present paper is different. We are given
(n+1) observations, X1 , X2 , ..., Xn , Y, having a Wishart distribution, and
the objective is to construct a nonparametric empirical Bayes estimator of
7 with a high convergence rate. Let us denote
p(x)=|
A
q(x | 7) g(7) d7, (1.2)
F(x)=|
A
7q(x | 7) g(7) d7. (1.3)
Here and in what follows, A is a space of symmetric positive definite k_k
matrices, d7=>kj=1 >
j
i=1 d7ij . If we knew the prior density g(7), then
under the squared error loss, the Bayes estimator S(Y) of 7 would have the
form
S(Y)=
F(Y)
p(Y)
. (1.4)
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An EB estimator Sn(Y) of 7 is an estimator of S(Y) based on observations
X1 , X2 , ..., Xn . Note that S(Y) and F(Y) are matrix-valued functions,
whereas p(Y) is a scalar-valued function of the matrix Y.
Now let us introduce the risk functions. Consider the (i, j) th element
(Sn(Y)) i, j of an EB estimator Sn(Y). The quality of the estimator (Sn(Y)) i, j
can be measured by its posterior risk
2(Y; (Sn(Y)) i, j)
=( p(Y))&1 Epn |
A
[(Sn(Y)) i, j&(7)i, j]
2 q(Y | 7) g(7) d7,
or by its prior risk EY 2(Y; Sn(Y) i, j), where EY are the mathematical
expectations with respect to X1 , X2 , ..., Xn and to Y, respectively. It is easy
to see that both 2(Y; (Sn(Y)) i, j) and EY2(Y; Sn(Y)i, j) can be partitioned
into sums of two components. The first components,
2(Y; (S(Y)) i, j)
=( p(Y))&1 Epn |
A
[(S(Y)) i, j&(7)i, j]
2 q(Y7) g(7) d7
and EY 2(Y; S(Y)i, j) are, respectively, the posterior and the prior risks of
the (i, j) th element (S(Y)) i, j of the Bayes estimator (1.4), so that they are
independent of Sn(Y). Thus, the quality of an EB estimator (Sn(Y)) i, j can
be described by second components
2 (i, j)n (Y)=Epn[(Sn(Y)) i, j&(S(Y))i, j]
2,
or EY2 (i, j)n (Y). The overall risk is the sum of the risks of all components,
and, therefore, the quality of an EB estimator Sn(Y) can be characterized
by its risks
2n(Y)=Epn[tr(S n(Y)&S (Y))(Sn(Y)&S(Y))] (1.5)
or EY2n(Y).
However, in what follows we will use the local risk function (1.5) as a
measure of the quality of an EB estimator. The reason is that the risk func-
tion (1.5) has at least two advantages compared with EY2n(Y). First, using
2n(Y), we calculate the mean squared error for the given observation Y
which is the interesting quantity. Second, by using the risk function (1.5)
we eliminate the influence on the risk function of the observations having
very low probabilities. So the use of 2n(Y) provides a way of getting EB
estimators with better convergence rates.
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For 2n(Y) to converge to zero some constraints on g(7) must be
imposed. We will assume that
|
A
[tr(7)]2 g(7) d7<, |
A
det(7) g(7) d7<. (1.6)
Estimator Sn(Y) is called pointwise asymptotically optimal, if 2n(Y)  0 as
n   for every Y.
In the present paper an EB estimator of 7 is constructed without any
parametric assumptions on g(7); only constraints (1.6) are imposed. The
estimator is produced using a general technique proposed by the author
(see Penskaya (1992), Pensky (1997)). The idea is to break the estimation
process into two steps: first, estimate F(Y) and p(Y) and then construct an
estimator of a ratio (1.4).
In Section 2 of the present paper we construct estimators Fn(Y) and
pn(Y) of the numerator F(Y) and the denominator p(Y) of the Bayes
estimator (1.4). We also examine the mean squared errors of these
estimators. In Section 3 we derive an EB estimator of 7 and obtain an
upper bound for its risk (1.5). The choice of parameters and computational
aspects of the estimation procedure are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
contains proofs of the assessments in Sections 2 and 3.
2. ESTIMATION OF F(Y) AND p(Y).
To construct an EB estimator of 7, which is an estimator of (1.4) on the
basis of observations, we will obtain estimate pn(Y) and Fn(Y) of p(Y) and
F(Y), respectively, and then estimate the ratio F(Y)p(Y).
It is easy to see that the usual technique of substitution of estimator
gn(7) for g(7) turns out to be extremely complicated in the situation of the
Wishart distribution. Actually, we have to estimate the density function in
[0.5k(k+1)]-dimensional space from indirect observations. This problem
results in a huge ill-posed system of linear equations. After g(7) has been
estimated, one needs to calculate the integrals in the space of positive
definite symmetric (k_k) matrices which is also a rather complicated task.
To avoid this difficulties, we apply another method of estimation of F(Y) and
p(Y) proposed by the author (see Penskaya(1992), Pensky (1997)). To derive
Fn(Y) and pn(Y), we search for approximate solutions 8=(x; Y) and .h(x; Y)
of the equations
|
A
q(x | 7) 8=(x; Y) dx&7q(Y | 7), (2.1)
|
A
q(x | 7) .h(x; Y) dx&q(Y | 7), (2.2)
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since it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that EX8=(x; Y)&F(Y) and
EX .h(x; Y)&p(Y), where EX is the expectation with respect to X. If we
found functions 8=(x; Y) and .h(x; Y) such that for every Y
D=(Y)=|
A
tr[8 =(x; Y) 8=(x; Y)] p(x) dx<, (2.3)
dh(Y)=|
A
[.h(x; Y)]2 p(x) dx<, (2.4)
and, moreover,
B=(Y)=|
A _|A q(x | 7) 8=(x; Y) dx&7q(Y | 7)&
_g(7) d7  0, (=  0), (2.5)
bh(Y)=|
A _|A q(x | 7) .h(x | Y) dx&q(Y | 7)&
_g(7) d7  0, (h  0), (2.6)
then our proposed estimators Fn(Y) and pn(Y) would be
Fn(Y)=n&1 :
n
j=1
8=(Xj , Y), ===(n); (2.7)
pn(Y)=n&1 :
n
j=1
.h(Xj , Y), h=h(n). (2.8)
The quadratic risks of the estimators Fn(Y) and pn(Y) have the forms
*n(Y)=Epn[tr(F n(Y)&F (Y))(Fn(Y)&F(Y))], (2.9)
_n(Y)=Epn( pn(Y)& p(Y))2. (2.10)
It is easy to check (see Pensky (1997)) that under conditions (2.3) and
(2.4) the quadratic risks (2.9) and (2.10) are bounded by
*n(Y)tr[B =(Y) B=(Y)]+n&1D=(Y), ===(n), (2.11)
_n(Y)b2h(Y)+n
&1dh(Y), h=h(n). (2.12)
Thus, provided (2.5), (2.6) are valid, there exist sequences h(n)  0 and
=(n)  0 such that the risks (2.11) and (2.12) tend to zero as n  .
Denote
K=k(k+1)2.
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Equations (2.1) and (2.2) involve integration in the space of positive
definite symmetric matrices which is a nontrivial problem by itself. For the
purpose of switching to integration in RK we introduce a square root of a
matrix. We say that the matrix z=- u is a square root of a symmetric
positive definite matrix u if z is a matrix of upper triangular type with
positive diagonal elements such that z~ z=u. It can be shown that there
always exists a unique square root of a symmetric positive definite matrix.
Denote
B=[z : zi, j # R, zj, j0, j=1, ..., k, i j], (2.13)
the set of positive definite upper triangular matrices z. The following
Lemma suggests the choice of the matrix 8=(x; Y) and the function
.h(x; Y).
Lemma 1. Let z # B and the matrix V=(z) and the function vh(z) be such
that
lim
=  0 |B exp[&0.5 tr(z7
&1z~ )] V=(z) dz=2&k7, (2.14)
lim
h  0 |B exp[&0.5 tr(z7
&1z~ )] vh(z) dz=2&k. (2.15)
Then
8=(x; Y)=[det(Yx&1)] (r&k&1)2 V=(- x&Y) ‘
k
j=1
[(- x&Y) j, j] j&k&1
_I(x&Y # A), (2.16)
.h(x; Y)=[det(Yx&1)] (r&k&1)2 vh(- x&Y) ‘
k
j=1
[(- x&Y) j, j] j&k&1
_I(x&Y # A). (2.17)
satisfy the conditions (2.1) and (2.2). Here I(A) is the indicator of the set A,
(- x&Y) j, j is the jth diagonal element of the matrix - x&Y.
The intuitive idea in the basis of Lemma 1 is as follows. Consider
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) in the case of k=1. In this situation, X and 7 are
scalars and both equations can be written in the form
|

0
7&r2x&(r&1)2fi (x, Y ) exp[&0.5x7&1] dx
=7i&r2Y&(r&1)2 exp[&0.5Y7&1],
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where i=1 for (2.1) and i=0 for (2.2). Now, dividing both sides by
7i&r2Y&(r&1)2e&0.5Y7&1, we obtain
|

0
(xY &1)&(r&1)2 f i (x, Y ) exp[&0.5(x&Y ) 7&1] dx=7i. (2.18)
To solve the last equation it is reasonable to assume that x&Y0 and
that
(xY&1)&(r&1)2 f i (x, Y )#f i*(x&Y ).
Then by transformation Z=- x&Y we reduce Eq. (2.18) to
|

0
exp[&0.5Z27&1] f i**(Z) dZ=0.57i,
which coincides with (2.14) and (2.15) when k=1. Here f i**(Z)=zf i*(Z2),
so that the functions fi (x, Y )=(Yx&1) (r&1)2 (- x&Y)&1 fi**(- x&Y)
I(x&Y0), i=0, 1, coincide with (2.16) and (2.17) if k=1. Lemma 1 is
just a generalization of the above procedure to (k_k) matrix space.
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are much simplier than (2.1) and (2.2), so
that we are able to obtain approximate solutions of the equations and to
evaluate their precisions. Let us look first at Eq. (2.15). It is easy to see that
it holds for every h if 2kvh(z) is the product of delta functions. It means that
the product of delta-kernels should be a good choice for 2kvh(z). Choose an
even number m=2m1 , m11 and consider vh(z) of the form
vh(z)=2&kh&K ‘
k
j=1
uj (h&1z j, j) ‘
j&1
i=1
uk+1(h&1zi, j). (2.19)
Lemma 2. Let ;h(7)=B exp[&0.5 tr(z7
&1z~ )] vh(z) dz&2&k, where
B is defined in (2.13). If the functions uj (t), j=1, ..., k, k+1, are even and
satisfy the following conditions
1, if l=0,
|

&
uj (t) t l dt={ 0, if l=1, ..., m&1, (2.20)*j {0, if l=m, m=2m1 ,
|

0
u2j (t) t
j&k&1 dt<, j=1, ..., k+1, (2.21)
then
|;h(7)|
hm
2m1(m1)!
:
k
j=1
[(*k+1( j&1)+*j)[(7&1) jj]m1]. (2.22)
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To solve Eq. (2.14), observe that, since 7 is a symmetric positive definite
matrix, there exists a matrix H=- 7. By definition, 7=H H, so that
7&1=H&1H &1. Let us change variables z=tH in (2.14). The Jacobian of
the transformation is >kj=1 H
j
j, j (see Eaton (1983)), so that (2.14) takes the
form
lim
=  0 |B exp[&0.5 tr(tt~ )] V=(tH) dt=2
&k \‘
k
j=1
H & jjj + H IH, (2.23)
where I is the (k_k) identity matrix. Therefore, if we choose
V=(z)=z~ U(z; =) z, (2.24)
where U(z; =) is the diagonal matrix such that
lim
=  0 |B exp[&0.5 tr(tt~ )] t~ U(tH; =) t d t=2
&k \‘
k
j=1
H & jjj + I, (2.25)
then (2.25) will imply (2.23). Denote
W(=)=|
B
exp {&0.5 :i j t
2
i, j= t~ U(tH; =) t d t&2&k \‘
k
j=1
H & jjj + I. (2.26)
The following Lemma suggests a solution U(tH; =) of Eq. (2.25) together
with an estimator of its precision W(=).
Lemma 3. For some even m=2m1 and j=1, 2, ..., k, consider two sets of
functions
wj, m (t)=- 2(- ?)&1 exp [&t&2] :
m&1
l=0
t&l& jHl+ j (t&1)(l !)&1, (2.27)
and
Qj, m (t)=2 - 2(- ?)&1 exp [&t&2] :
m+ j&2
s=0
[22sa ( j)s t
&(2s+2)], (2.28)
Here Hr (t) are Hermite polynomials Hr (t) = (&1)r et
2 d r (e&t2)dtr,
r=0, 1, 2, ..., and the coefficients a ( j)s , s=0, ..., m+ j&2, are the solutions of
the j th system of linear equations
:
j+m&2
s=max(0, l&1)
[a ( j)s b
( j)
l, s]=
I(l j&1)
(l& j+1)!
, l, s=0, ..., j+m&2, (2.29)
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with b( j)l, s=1 if l=1, s=0, and
b ( j)l, s=
2l (2s&l )!
l ! (s&l )!
( j&1) I(ls)+
(2s&l )! 2 l&1
(s+1&l )! (l&2)!
I(l2) (2.30)
if sl&1, l=0, ..., j+m&2. Let U(z; =) be the diagonal matrix with
elements
Uj, j (z; =)=2&k=&KQj, m \zj, j - 2= + ‘
k
i=1
i{ j
wi, m \zi, i - 2= + . (2.31)
Then for every = the matrix W(=) is diagonal with
max
j
|Wj, j (=)|C1=m ‘
k
j=1
H 1& jj, j :
k
j=1
H &mj, j , (2.32)
where H=- H and the constant C1 is independent of = and H.
Based on Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we formulate the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. Let the estimator Fn (Y) of F(Y) be given by (2.7), where
8= (x; Y) has the form (2.16) with V= (z) determined by (2.24) and Lemma 3.
Let the estimator pn (Y) of p(Y) be determined by (2.8) where .h (x; Y) is
defined by (2.17) with vh (z) of the form (2.19). If parameters ===(n) and
h=h(n) are such that
=(n)th(n)tn&1(2m+2K), (2.33)
then the quadratic risks (2.9) and (2.10) of the estimators Fn (Y) and pn (Y),
respectively, satisfy the following inequalities
*n (Y)C2 n&m(m+K) {_|A q(Y | 7) g(7) tr(7)(det(7))12
_ :
k
j=1
(- 7)&mj, j d7&
2
+|
A
q(Y | 7) g(7)[tr(7)]2
__1+ :
k
j=1
(- 7)&4j, j & d7, =; (2.34)
_n (Y)C3 n&m(m+K)
_{p(Y)+_|A q(Y | 7)[tr(7&1)]m g(7) d7&
2
= . (2.35)
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Here the constants C2 and C3 are independent of n and Y, (- 7) j, j is the j th
diagonal element of the matrix - 7.
3. EB ESTIMATION OF 7
Now, as we constructed estimators Fn (Y) and pn (Y) of F(Y) and p(Y),
respectively, our objective is to obtain an estimator of S(Y). For this
purpose we choose a positive even + and some $n>0 and denote
pn$ (Y)= pn (Y)[1+$n ( pn (Y))&+], +=2, 4, 6, ... (3.1)
Then, following Penskaya (1995), the EB estimator of 7 can be constructed
as
Sn (Y)=[ pn$ (Y)]&1 Fn (Y), (3.2)
where Fn (Y) and pn (Y) are defined in Theorem 1.
To show that the estimator (3.2) is pointwise asymptotically optimal, i.e.,
that its posterior risk 2n (Y) tends to zero as n   for every Y, we need
to establish a relationship between *n (Y), _n (Y) and 2n (Y) (see (1.5),
(2.34), (2.35)).
Lemma 4. There exists a positive constant C4 independent of n and Y,
such that for each value of Y
2n (Y)C4[$&2+n *(Y)+$
2
n tr[F (Y) F(Y)]( p(Y))
&2&2+
+_n (Y) tr[F (Y) F(Y)] p&2 (Y)[ p&2 (Y)+$&2+n ]]. (3.3)
Now, combining Theorem 1 with Lemma 4, we obtain the main result of
the paper
Theorem 2. If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and for some $0 inde-
pendent of n
$n=$0 n&+m2(++1)(m+K), (3.4)
then there exists a function C(Y)< such that
2n (Y)C(Y) n&+m(++1)(m+K). (3.5)
Here C(Y) depends on m, + and $0 but not on the value of n.
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4. DISCUSSION
In the present paper we constructed the estimator of a matrix parameter
of a Wishart distribution. The estimator is derived under the natural qua-
dratic loss function. Inequality (3.5) means that the estimator (3.2) is
pointwise asymptotically optimal for every Y.
The rate of convergence of the estimator depends on the choice of
parameters m and +. It is easy to see that the parameter m is very similar
to the order of a kernel which is used in the kernel density estimation
and usually depends on the degree of smoothness of the estimated density
function (see, for example, Scott (1992)). Since in the case of a Wishart
distribution both F(Y) and p(Y) are infinitely differentiable for any Y, the
value of m can be chosen arbitrary large. The role of parameters h(n) and
=(n) is very similar to that of bandwidth in the kernel density estimation.
Their choice is suggested by (2.33). The parameter +, according to formula
(3.1), can take any even positive value. Hence, it follows from (3.5) that,
choosing large values of m and +, we can attain the rate of convergence as
close to O(n&1) as we want. Thus, the estimator has a high rate of
convergence.
However, there is a certain ‘‘price’’ for the increase of m and +. Note
that, as m grows, the functions wj, m (t) and Qj, m (t) (see Lemma 3) take
more and more complicated forms. The increase of m affects Qj, m (t) more
substantially since in order to find co-efficients a ( j)s we need to solve a
system of (m+ j&1) linear equations, therefore, the amount of computa-
tional work increases with the growth of m. The difficulty with large values
of + occur when &Y&, the norm of the matrix Y, is large. Since p(Y)  0
as &Y&  , it follows from (3.3) that the larger + we choose, the larger
the value of C(Y) we obtain in (3.5). Hence, the growth of + for large
values of &Y& leads to the increase of the risk (3.5). It is likely that the
bound (3.3) and, therefore, (3.5), can be further improved by the choice of
$n depending on Y, i.e., $n=$n (Y). This choice, as well as examination of
the dependence between C(Y) and m, is the matter of future investigation.
Let us also discuss the computational aspects of the problem. As it was
mentioned in the Introduction, EB estimation of the parameter 7 of the
Wishart distribution involves estimation of the density function g(7) in
k-dimensional space on the basis of indirect observations and then subse-
quent integration in k(k+1)2-dimensional space. If we represented the
density g(7) by M points in every dimension, the solution of the first part
of the problem would require solution of a system of MK linear equations
which is a very hard task even for fairly small M and k. For example, if
M=20 and k=3 we obtain 206=64 millions linear equations! And after
the solution is obtained we would need to integrate numerically in
6-dimensional space. Thus, the direct solution of the problem could be
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computationally intractable. The techniques proposed in the present paper
allow to reduce dramatically the amount of computations.
Actually, the estimator Sn (Y) is expressed explicitly in terms of V= (z)
and vh (z) which, in turn, have known forms (see Lemma 2 and Lemma 3).
For the function vh (z) the explicit expression is available (see (2.19)).
The scalar function vh (z) is the product of the functions u j (t),
j=1, 2, ..., k, k+1, that satisfy the conditions (2.20) and (2.21). These con-
ditions hold if, for instance, uj (t) are kernels of the order m having bounded
supports (see, for example, Scott (1992)).
Evaluation of the matrix function V= (z) is more complicated since it
leads to the solution of k systems of (m+ j&1) linear equations with
(m+ j&1) unknown variables, j=1, 2, ..., k. However, solution of these
systems is a fairly easy task even for large values of m since the matrices
of these systems are almost triangular (see (2.30)), namely, b ( j)l, s=0, if
sl&2, and thus some special methods can be applied to their solution
(see, for example, Press et al. (1986)).
5. PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 1. Rewrite Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) in the forms
|
A
[det(xY&1)]&(r&k&1)2
_| exp [&0.5 tr[(x&Y) 7&1]] 8= (x; Y) dx&7, (5.1)
|
A
[det(xY&1)]&(r&k&1)2
_| exp [&0.5 tr[(x&Y) 7&1]] .h (x; Y) dx&1. (5.2)
Plug in the expressions (2.16) and (2.17) into (5.1) and (5.2), respectively.
Introduce the new variable z=- x&Y and notice that z # B where B is
the space of positive definite upper triangular matrices (2.13). According to
Eaton (1983) (Proposition 5.18, p. 177), the Jacobian of this transforma-
tion is J=2k >kj=1 z
k& j+1
j, j . Taking into account the fact that tr(ab)=
tr(ba) for any matrices a and b, we write integral equations (5.1) and (5.2)
as (2.14) and (2.15) which completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 2. Changing variables h&1z  z and using the Taylor
expansion with Lagrange’s remainder for the exponential function, we
obtain
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;h (7)=2&k :
m1&1
i=0 _|B
h2i
2ii !
[tr(z7&1z~ )] i ‘
k
j=1
uj (zj, j) ‘
l< j
uk+1 (zl, j) dz&
+2&k |
B
hm
2m1 (m1)!
[tr(z7&1z~ )]m1
_exp [&0.5!] ‘
k
j=1
uj (zj, j) ‘
l< j
uk+1 (z l, j) dz&2&k,
where 0<!<tr(z7&1z~ ); m1=m2. According to the conditions (2.20) and
(2.21), the component of the sum corresponding to i=0 is equal to 2&k,
and the components corresponding to i=1, 2, ..., m1&1, vanish, so that
|;h (7)|
hm
2m1 (m1)! |B [tr(z7
&1z~ )]m1 vh (z) dz,
which immediately implies (2.22).
Proof of Lemma 3. The proof of Lemma 3 is based on two technical
results the first of which is just an easy exercise in algebra.
Lemma 5. For any #i (=) and #i
} ‘
k
i=1
#i (=)& ‘
k
i=1
#i } :
k
j=1 { |#j (=)&#j | ‘
k
i=1
i{ j
( |#i |+|#i (=)&#i | )= .
Lemma 6. For wj, m (t) and Qj, m (t) determined by (2.27) and (2.28),
respectively, the following inequalities hold
} =& j |

0
wj, m (=&1t - 2) exp(&0.5t2%&2) dt&%1& j }
=m%1& j&m, (5.3)
} =& j |

0
Qj, m (=&1t - 2) exp(&0.5t2%&2)[( j&1)+t2%&2] dt&%1& j }
C5=m%1& j&m, (5.4)
where C5 is independent of = and %, j=1, 2, ..., k.
Proof of Lemma 6. Validity of inequality (5.3) can be verified by direct
substitution of w j, m into (5.3) and application of formulas 7.386 and 8.950
of Gradshtein and Ryzhik (1980).
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To prove (5.4) we apply formula 3.471.9 of Gradshtein and Ryzhik
(1980)
|

0
u&&1 exp [&u&1&#u] du=2;&2#&&2K& (2 - ;#)
with #=%&2, ;==24, &=&(s+0.5). Here K&(t) is the Bessel function of
the first kind (see 8.402 of Gradshtein and Ryzhik (1980)). We will also use
the fact that K& (t)=K&& (t) for any & and positive t. Changing variables
u=t2, we obtain
|

0
t&(2s+2) exp [&0.5=2t&2&0.5t2%&2] dt
=(%=)&(s+0.5) Ks+0.5 (=%&1). (5.5)
Applying series expansion for Ks+0.5 (t) (see 8.468, Gradshtein and Ryzhik
(1980))
Ks+0.5 (t)=?2t e&t :
s
l=0
(s+l )!
l ! (s&l )! (2t) l
and using formula (5.5) twice, we derive
1
= |

0 \
t
=+
&(2s+2)
exp {& =
2
2t2
&
t2
2%2=_( j&1)+
t2
%2& dt
=exp {& =%= :
s+1
l=0
b( j)l, s \%=+
&l
, (5.6)
where b ( j)l, s are defined by formula (2.30). Now we multiply both parts of
(5.6) by a ( j)s and take the sum over s=0, 1, ..., m+ j&2. After changing the
order of summation and recalling that a ( j)s , s=0, ..., m+ j&2, are the solu-
tions of the system of linear equations (2.29), we arrive at the inequalities
} =& j |

0
e&t22%2Qm, j \t - 2= +_( j&1)+
t2
%2& dt&%1& j }

=m
% j+m&1 {1+ :
j+m&2
s=l*
a ( j)s b
( j)
m+ j&1, s=
with l*=max(0, l&1), which proves Lemma 6.
Proof of Lemma 3. Continuation. Since U(tH; =) is a diagonal matrix,
elements of which depend only on the products tj, jHj, j , j=1, ..., k, the
symmetry considerations show that W(=) is also a diagonal matrix. This
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implies that Wi, j (=)=0 if i{ j. To construct an upper bound for Wj, j (=)
we plug in (2.31) into (2.26). Integrating, we obtain
Wj, j (=)==&K |

0
e&t22Qj, m \tH j, j - 2= +[( j&1)+t2] dt
_ ‘
k
i=1
i{ j
|

0
e&t22wi, m \tHi, i - 2= + dt&2&k \‘
k
j=1
H & jjj + I. (5.7)
Now to finish the proof change the variables z=tHi, i in the integrals in
(5.7) and apply Lemmas 5 and 6 with #i=%1&i, %=Hi, i , i=1, ..., k, and
#i (=)={
=& j |

0
wi, m \t - 2= + exp \&
t2
2%2+ dt,
=& j |

0
exp \& t
2
2%2+ Qm, j \
t - 2
= +_( j&1)+
t2
%2& dt,
if i{ j,
if i{ j.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us first calculate the quadratic risk *n (Y) of
the estimator Fn (Y). It has the form (2.11), so we need to find upper
bounds for B= (Y) and for D= (Y). Denote, as before, H=- 7. Changing
variables t=(- x&Y) H&1 and taking into account the equality 7q (Y | 7)
=H q(Y | 7) H, we obtain
B= (Y)=2
k \‘
k
j=1
H jj, j+ |A q(Y | 7) g(7) H W(=) H d7,
where the matrix-valued function W(=) is defined in (2.26).
From (2.32) it follows that W(=) is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal
elements bounded by C1 =m >kj=1 H
1& j
j, j 
k
j=1 H
&m
j, j . Hence,
|(B= (Y)) i, j |C1=m :
min(i, j)
l=1
|
A
q(Y | 7) g(7) |Hl, i | |H l, j |
_ ‘
k
j=1
H j, j :
k
j=1
H &mj, j d7.
The last inequality implies that there exists C6>0 such that
tr[B (Y) B= (Y)]C6=2m _|A q(Y | 7) g(7) tr(7) - det(7)
_ :
k
j=1
(- 7)&mj, j d7&
2
. (5.8)
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Note that the integral in (5.8) is finite provided assumptions in (1.6)
hold. It happens because for any positive definite Y and any m>0
sup
Y
|q(Y | 7)(- 7)&mii |<, i=1, ..., k.
To finish the proof of the inequality (2.34), it remains to find an upper
bound for D= (Y). For this purpose, we substitute (2.16) and (1.2) for
8= (x; Y) and p(Y), respectively, in formula (2.3) and then make the change
of variables t=(- x&Y) H&1. Then
D= (Y)=2k |
A
q(Y | 7) g(7) D@ = (7) d7
with
D@ = (7)=|
B
tr[t~ U(tH, =) tHH t~ U(tH, =) tHH ] ‘
k
j=1
(t j&k&1j, j H
2 j&k&1
j, j )
_exp {& 12 :i j t
2
i, j= d t. (5.9)
Since aij- aiiajj for any symmetric positive definite matrix a (see
13.215.6.ii of Gradshtein and Ryzhik (1980)), then tr(ab)tr(a) tr(b)
for any symmetric positive definite matrices a and b. Applying the last
inequality to (5.9) with a=HH and b=t~ U(tH, =) t and taking into account
the identity tr(HH )=tr(7), we obtain
D@ = (7)[tr(7)]2 |
B
‘
k
j=1
(t j&k&1j, j H
2 j&k&1
j, j )[tr(t~ U(tH, =) t)]
2
_exp {& 12 :i j t
2
i, j= d t. (5.10)
Then we derive an upper bound for the integral in (5.10) using the
inequality
(tr(t~ Ut))2=\ :i j t
2
i, jUi, i+
2
k[tr(U2)] :
i j
t4i, j , U#U(tH, =).
Therefore,
D@ = (7)C7=&2K[tr(7)]2 _1+=4 :
k
j=1
H &4j, j & ,
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where the constant C7 depends on k only. Thus, returning to D= (Y), we
obtain
D= (Y)C7 =&2K |
A
q(Y | 7) g(7)[tr(7)]2 _1+ :
k
j=1
H &4j, j & d7.
Replacing = by the expression (2.33), we obtain (2.34).
Now we need to calculate _n (Y). Substituting the expression (2.17) into
formulas (2.4) and (2.6), we derive
bh (Y)=2k |
A
;h (7) q(Y | 7) g(7) d7,
(5.11)
dh (Y)2kh&2K |
A
q(Y | 7) g(7) d h (7) d7,
where
d h (7)=|
B
exp [&0.5 tr(z7&1z~ )]
_ ‘
k
j=1 _z
j&k&1
j, j u
2
j (h
&1zj, j) ‘
j&1
i=1
u2k+1(h
&1zi, j)& dz. (5.12)
Now, combination of formulas (2.22) and (5.11) imply that for some
absolute constant, C8>0
bh (Y)C8 hm |
A
[tr(7&1)]m q(Y | 7) g(7) d7. (5.13)
Changing variables h&1zi, j  zi, j in (5.12) and taking into account (2.21),
we also obtain
dh (Y)C9 h&2Kp(Y) (5.14)
for some constant C9 independent of Y and h. Selecting h of the form (2.33)
and combining (5.13) and (5.14), we derive (2.35) which completes the
proof.
Proof of Lemma 4. First, note that the inequality x&1 (1+$x&+)
[(+&1)$]&1+ is valid for any x>0, so that
| pn$ (Y)|&1(+&1)1+ $1+#C+$1+ (5.15)
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for every Y. Let us write the (i, j) th component of the difference
Sn (Y)&S(Y) in the form
(Sn (Y)) i, j&(S(Y)) i, j =p&1n$ (Y)[(Fn (Y)) i, j&F(Y) i, j]
+(F(Y)) i, j [ p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y)].
Multiplying each part of the equality by its transpose, taking the trace of
both parts and using the Cauchy inequality and (5.15), we obtain
(see (2.9))
2n (Y)2[C 2+$
&2+*n (Y)+tr[F (Y ) F(Y)] Epn[ p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y)]2].
(5.16)
Now we need to construct an upper bound for Epn[ p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y)]2.
To do that, we partition 0_A into two parts G=[(|, Y) :
| pn (Y)& p(Y)|<0.5p(Y)] and its complement G . Thus, mathematical
expectation also breaks up into two components
Epn[ p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y)]22 |
G
[ p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y)]2 dP
+2[C+$&1+n + p
&1 (Y)]2
_P[ | pn (Y)& p(Y)|>0.5p(Y)].
Now using Taylor’s expansion of pn$ ( y)= pn (Y)[1+$n ( pn (Y))&+]& at the
point pn (Y)= p(Y), $n=0 and applying Chebyshev’s inequality, we obtain
Epn ( p&1n$ (Y)& p
&1 (Y))2
4p&2 (Y)[_n (Y)+$2n( p(Y))
&2++[C+$&1+n + p
&1 (Y)]2 _n (Y)].
The combination of the last inequality and (5.16) completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1
and Lemma 4.
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